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Message from the Founder Chairman
Dear Reader,
The Pandemic, although devastated the world in many ways,
the Institute kept its head high all this time, providing service,
education, and Research. So is our periodic publication of our
Journal. When I was asked to give a customary message, I
looked at the message of the last publication. I thought it was
so informative that it should be repeated.
As we know, a premier medical institution not only provides care for the patient, educates
students, and engages in research, but also provides a mouthpiece to make aware of their
work to the medical profession in general. This is the way the New England Journal of
Medicine started in 1812. Similarly, Mayo Clinic Proceedings, Lancet, BMJ, or other
reputed medical journals started. Admittedly these are the giants amongst the medical
journals, and to equate our journal with these may sound ridiculous.
However, we believe that a banyan tree starts with an acorn. We may be an acorn tree
today but our philosophy for our institution dictates us to follow the footsteps of their
creator. With these thoughts, we started our Journal. This journal highlights the works of
our faculties in neurosciences. As you may be aware, this Institute has gained a reputation
in the country, and this is due to the skill of our specialists, their ethical practice, and their
empathy to the patients and their careers. However, this journal details their skill and other
qualities from their experience in this institute.
I am delighted that they could find time to write their articles in their busy commitments.
The Editorial team has to work hard to squeeze time from them. I thank Dr. Mona Tiwari,
HOD in Diagnostic Neuroradiology, Dr. Subrata Naskar, Consultant Neuro-Psychiatrist,
and Mousakhi, editorial assistant to take the responsibility for the herculean task.
Finally, I hope the readers will contact the editorial team for feedback and any comment
for improvement.

Prof (Dr) Robin Sengupta, OBE
Founding Chairman
Institute of Neurosciences Kolkata

HOW TO DIAGNOSE PATIENT WITH WALKING
DISORDER- A STEP-WISE APPROACH
Ms. Banashree Mondal, Dr. Supriyo Choudhury, Dr. Hrishikesh Kumar
Abstract
Normal walking or Gait is wonderful gift a human being is bestowed upon with. It is the major
determinant of quality of life in health and diseases. Normal gait is the result of interplay between
various neurological and non-neurological mechanisms. Examination of gait is one of the important
tool for diagnosing number of neurological disorders. Unfortunately classical neurological
examination has not emphasized enough on gait examination and often falls short when we seek
information about control of axial muscle, orientation in space and sensori-motor integration in a
patient with gait disorders. Furthermore a sense of casualness has crept in when it comes to
examination of gait. There is a tendency to hurriedly label the gait disorder with a particular pattern
without putting proper thought into it. The purpose of this article is to provide methods for examining
gait. One can develop strong “gait-sense” using these methods in diagnosed cases of gait disorders –
this acquired “gait-sense” can be used in evaluating undiagnosed disorders. The review also recognizes
use of arbitrary terms for describing ‘frontal gait’ and attempts to find some semblance.
Introduction: Gait literally means “manner of walking”. Ability to walk safely and effectively is
important for an independent productive life. Gait abnormalities can be seen in wide variety of
neurological disorders like stroke, Parkinson’s Disease (PD), Parkinsonism, hydrocephalus, cerebellar
disorders, spinal cord disorders and neuropathy. Impairment of gait and balance is one of the major
indicator of quality of life in health and disease.1,2
Normal gait is maintained by a complex interaction of neuronal system and non-neuronal mechanisms.
Frontal lobe, pyramidal tract, extrapyramidal system, cerebellum, vestibular system, spinal cord and
peripheral nerve are the components of neuronal system responsible to maintain normal locomotion.3
Normal Gait can be likened to an orchestra where number of musicians play their instruments together
to produce a musical piece. An off-tune instrument can be spotted by conductor of the orchestra by his
“music sense”. The conductor acquires this music sense by years of learning, practice and ear-training.
Using that analogy, various neuronal and non-neuronal components can be considered as
“instruments” to produce normal gait. Like a conductor, an astute clinician develops “gait sense” and
spot the involved part of neuraxis by just observing a patient walk.
Gait examination is an integral part of neurological examination but we tend to perform gait
examination in a hurried manner. It is common to see a trainee describing gait in a single sentence as
‘ataxic’ gait or ‘spastic gait’ or ‘Parkinsonian gait’ without providing any further detail. Rather than
rushing to the diagnosis of gait disorder, it is advisable to adopt a logical step-wise method. Gait
examination should be as methodical as other component of neurological examination. The article
aims to appraise the readers about methods of gait examination.

Equilibrium (Balance), Locomotion and Gait3,4,5: ‘Equilibrium or balance’ implies capacity to
assume and maintain upright posture. ‘Locomotion’ means ability to initiate and to maintain rhythmic
stepping.‘Gait’ is an all - encompassing term; it is a complex motor skill that requires integration of
mechanism of locomotion with those of equilibrium, motor control and musculoskeletal functions.
Steps of Gait examination: Gait examination cannot be considered in isolation and has to be done in
conjunction with general neurological examination. Based on general principle of neurological
diagnosis, approach to gait disorders can be framed into following steps (table no. 1)3,4:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

History
Examination of Gait and Balance
Gait Pattern recognition on the basis of information obtained by gait examination
Localization: determining part of neuraxis involved
Etiological diagnosis

A. History: History taking in a patient with gait disorders is similar to that in other neurological
patients in many ways. Following points need emphasis during history:
a. Description of gait in patient’s words: It is advisable to use patient’s word as much as possible
and to avoid qualified words like freezing, magnetic gait, ataxic gait, etc. For example, to
describe freezing, patient may state that feet seem to be glued to floor and do not follow his
command.
b. Onset and progression: Information about onset and progression often provide clue to the
etiology. In case of Parkinson’s Disease (PD), gait abnormality would be slowly progressive
and falls appear later in the course of disease. On the other hand, in cases of Progressive
Supranuclear Palsy (PSP), gait worsens rapidly and backward falls are reported early in the
disease course.
c. Slowness: Slow walking is observed in most elderly and also in most of the gait disorders.
Careful history can indicate the cause of slowness. For example, patients with PD may walk
slowly because of shuffling and small steps. On the other hand, patient with ataxia may walk
slowly because their balance is less secure and they have fear of fall. Patients with spasticity
would walk slowly because of stiffness of legs.
d. Stiffness: Stiffness of legs is often complained in cases of spasticity, Parkinsonism and
dystonia. It is important to note that one may not have increased tone on examination but patient
may complain of stiffness while walking, as is seen in some cases of Idiopathic torsion dystonia
and Dopa responsive dystonia.
e. Loss of balance: Loss of balance or unsteadiness are major symptoms in cerebellar ataxia,
sensory ataxia, basal ganglia disorders and subcortical cerebrovascular disorders. In case of
cerebellar ataxia, patient complains of staggering, swaying, inability to walk in straight line
and near-falls. In sensory ataxia, patient feels uncertain about the position of their feet and
symptoms increase while walking in dark. In cases of basal ganglia disorders and subcortical
disorders, imbalance frequently occurs while turning or while performing dual task (for
example walking and carrying an object simultaneously).6 Some patients of PD and Vascular

Parkinsonism (VP) may complain of increased difficulty in walking on even as compared to
walking on uneven surface.
f. Falls: Fall can be classified as toppling (falling like a tree), collapsing (slumping down due to
loss of tone), and tripping (inability of foot to clear the ground).4 Table 2 summarizes various
types of falls and possible etiologies.
g. Family history: Family history may give clue to diagnosis of gait disorders like Spinocerebellar Ataxia, Huntington’s Disease, Familial PD, Hereditary Spastic Paraparesis,
Friedreich’s ataxia, etc.
h. Associated symptoms: Presence or absence of symptoms apart from gait disorders is very
helpful in etiological diagnosis. Following are few examples:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Urinary symptoms and cognitive decline are common association of gait imbalance, as
are seen in Normal Pressure Hydrocephalus (NPH), Vascular Parkinsonism (VP), PD,
and other forms of Parkinsonism.
Asymmetrical dystonia and apraxia points towards Cortico-Basal Ganglionic syndrome
(CBS).
Difficulty on looking down and nuchal rigidity indicate PSP.
Early dementia, hallucinations, and fluctuation in symptoms suggest Diffuse Lewy
Body Disease (DLBD).
Gait ataxia associated with postural hypotension and urinary problem may suggest
Multisystem atrophy (MSA).
Lower back pain with foot drop can be seen in radiculopathy or plexopathy.
Radicular neck pain with spastic gait indicate myelopathy. Paraesthesia or numbness
over extremity along with gait imbalance may suggest peripheral neuropathy.

B. Examination of Gait and Balance.
At the outset, a clinician should encourage the patient to walk normally and observe overall pattern of
limb and body movements while walking. A normal gait is characterized by upright posture, fluid leg
motion, regular stride length, synergistic head, trunk and upper limb movements. Any deviation from
this normal should be noted- this gives an idea to examiner which part to concentrate. Afterwards
following specific aspects of gait and balance should be recorded.
1. Standing from sitting position: Strategy, Proximal muscle strength, Stance base, Equilibrium
2. Standing: Stance base, Truncal posture, Body sway
3. Walking: Initiation, Stepping (Posture, Stance base, Step length, Cadence or rhythm,
Trajectory, associated trunk or arm movements)
4. Turning while walking: Number of steps, Stabilization steps, freezing, sway, En bloc turn.
5. Other maneuvers: Heel-to-toe walk, backward walk, Running, Walking on heel and toes, Pull
test, Timed Up and Go Test (TUG), asking to sit on low chair from standing position.

Stance Base: Before discussing the individual segments of gait examination, it would be imperative
to briefly mention about “Stance base”. It is arguably the most important initial parameter to be noted
in gait examination. It implies the distance between feet and should be observed during arising from
sitting position, while standing still and also while walking.3 Widening of stance base, mild generalized
flexion and short steps are mechanisms a person adopts when walking on a slippery surface like ice.
Similar posture is assumed by patients with diseases afflicting balance, like Ataxia, NPH and Vascular
Parkinsonism etc.

1. Standing from sitting position: The patient is observed while he or she arises to stand from
sitting position without using arm as support (preferably with arms folded around chest). Mere
watching the act of standing would give useful information to the examiner about:
a. Strategy: Feet not being positioned directly under body and trunk leaning backward are
parts of poor strategy and can be seen in frontal lobe diseases.
b. Proximal muscle strength: In case of proximal muscle weakness of lower limbs, patient
will have difficulty in getting up and often needs support.
c. Stance base: Wider stance base would be observed in patients with ataxia, NPH, VP.
d. Equilibrium: In case of impaired equilibrium, patient may sway (ataxia), take few attempts
to get up (PD, PSP) or tends to fall backward (PSP, PD) while attempting to stand from
sitting position.

2. Standing : Following points should be noted while quiet standing:
a. Stance Base: Wide or normal.
b. Posture: Truncal posture is observed in standing as well as walking. Upright truncal posture
is feature of normal standing. Some abnormalities of truncal posture are as follows:
• Flexion of trunk and stooped posture: PD
• Neck and trunk extension: PSP.
• Neck flexion: Motor Neuron Disease (weakness), myasthenia (weakness), Multisystem atrophy (dystonic phenomenon)
• Exaggerated lumbar lordosis: Proximal myopathies (weakness), Stiff person Syndrome
(paraspinal muscle spasm and rigidity)
• Slight flexion at hip: Cautious gait
• Tilt towards one side: Asymmetrical truncal dystonia, Vestibular lesion, Acute
vascular lesion in thalamus and basal ganglia, Lateral truncal flexion or Pisa syndrome
(seen in PD).
c. Body sway: Abnormal sway while standing is often seen in patients with ataxia and chorea.

3. Walking: Act of walking can be divided into initiation of step and stepping proper. Turning
while walking would be discussed in subsequent paragraph.

a. Initiation of steps: Difficulty in initiating steps or ‘start hesitation’ ranges in severity from
few shuffling steps to small shallow steps on the spot without forward progress (slipping clutch
phenomenon) to complete immobility with feet glued to the spot (magnetic feet phenomenon).
It can be seen in PD, VP, NPH and other forms of Parkinsonism.
b. Stepping: Once stepping starts, stance base (narrow or wide), speed (slow, normal, fast),
posture (upright, forward or backward stoop, lateral bend), step length (small, normal,
variable), cadence or rhythm (regular, irregular), trajectory or light path of step (shuffling, low
trajectory, normal, high steppage) should be noted. Associated truncal and arm movement also
gives important clue to diagnosis. Paucity of truncal movements is seen in PSP, decreased arm
swing in PD and truncal sway while walking can be noticed in ataxia.

4. Turning while walking: Turning stresses balance much more than walking in straight line.
One should observe speed during turn, number of steps taken to turn, presence of intermittent
stabilizing steps and presence of en-bloc turning. Slowing on turns may be first abnormality in
a patient with PD. Using multiple steps on turning is common in PD, VP and NPH. Widening
of stance on turn, tendency to lose balance and extra steps may herald ataxia. Freezing of Gait
may first appear during turning. Pattern of turn can be divided into Step-turn (patient turns with
small steps) and Swing-turn where one foot is places as pivot and other leg turn swings all the
way to accomplish turning.7 Patients with swing turn are more unstable and prone to fall.

Other manoeuvres: Heel to toe walk (tandem gait) can unmask ataxia; some of the patients with
extrapyramidal disorders like Dopa responsive dystonia walk backward better. Running may bring
out dystonia in Paroxysmal Kinesigenic dystonia and also the action dystonia of leg during early stages
of Idiopathic Torsion Dystonia. Walking on heel and toes may bring out abnormal movements as well
as deficits in strength of dorsiflexion and plantar-flexion. Some patients of Vascular Parkinsonism may
report that they are comfortable walking on uneven surface as compared to the even surface.
Romberg’s test would be positive in patients with sensory ataxia or posterior column ataxia.

Three manoeuvres related to gait examination deserves attention here:
1. Pull Test
2. Timed Up and Go Test (TUG)
3. Watching patient sit down on low chair from standing
Pull Test:8,9 It is by far most widely used clinical test for postural instability. It involves giving a tug
of pull on patient’s shoulder and observing patient’s postural stability. Following points are important
for correct performance of pull test:

1. Explaining the patient that he/she will be pulled forcefully backward and that the patient must
prevent himself or herself from falling, if necessary, by taking steps backward after he or she
is pulled.
2. Patient must be upright and should not lean forward in anticipation. Stance should be
comfortable with feet kept apart by almost shoulder width.
3. Patient should be pulled by shoulder briskly and forcefully. Tug should be directed to patient’s
shoulder with the strength capable of displacing the centre of gravity from neutral position.
4. At least one practice session should be done.
5. Examiner should be ready to catch the patient but allow enough room to observe at least three
steps of recovery. Test should be performed with support behind the examiner especially if
patient is larger than examiner.
Scores of pull test as per UPDRS (Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale) recommendation 10 are:
0- Normal; recovers unaided with up to two backward steps; 1- Recovers unaided but more than two
backward steps required. 2- Independent of number of steps, patient may fall if not caught by examiner
3- Very unstable; may lose balance spontaneously 4- unable to stand without assistance.
2. Timed Up and Go test (TUG): A simple test used to assess a patient's mobility and requires
both static and dynamic balance. It measures the time that a person takes to rise from a chair, walk
three metres, turn around, walk back to the chair, and sit down.11,12 A recommended practical cut-off
value for the TUG to indicate normal versus below normal performance is 12 seconds.11,12
3. Asking to sit on low chair from standing position: Observing sitting on a low chair or sofa from
standing position also provides valuable clue. In cases of advanced PD and PSP, patients don’t land
on chair smoothly and often sit with a ‘thud’ with a tendency to fall backward after sitting.

C: Gait pattern recognition after examination:
Once we are armed with above information, it is easy to fit abnormal gait into one of the common gait
patterns: Ataxic, Bradykinetic, Spastic paraparetic, Spastic ataxic, Hemiparetic, Sensory, Choreic,
Dystonic, High steppage, Vestibulopathic Gait.4,13
For example, an ataxic gait will have following findings if framed in preceding method of gait
examination:
a. Standing from sitting: Sways as soon as patient stands, wide stance-base, unstable
b. Standing: Erect posture, wide base, and body sway present.
c. Walking: Initiation fine, Speed normal or slow, wide based stance, Staggering steps, Variable
cadence and step length
d. Turning: Tendency to fall, no freezing
e. Other maneuvers: Tandem walk impaired, Pull test may be positive.

Similarly other gait patterns may have distinctive findings. Some of the common gait pattern have
been summarized in table no. 3.

D. Localization: Upon assigning particular gait pattern, localization follows usual neurological
principle (table 1 and 3). Ataxic gait indicates involvement of cerebellum and its connections,
Spastic gait would suggest involvement of pyramidal tract and bradykinetic gait would indicate
pathology in basal ganglia and its connections.
E. Etiological Diagnosis: After recognizing a particular gait pattern and localization, etiology
can be ascertainedwith reasonable accuracy using information from history and examination.
For example a young patient with ataxic gait, brisk deep tendon reflex, slow saccades and
family history of autosomal dominant mode of inheritance may be suffering from Spinocerebellar ataxia type-2. An elderly patient with bradykinetic gait with early backward falls,
prominent truncal bradykinesia and rigidity and vertically restricted saccades would most likely
be suffering from PSP.
To summarize, the flow of gait examination would be: History → Gait examination → Gait
pattern recognition → Localization of Neuraxis involved → Etiological diagnosis.

SOME CONCEPTS REGARDING CLASSIFICATION AND RELATED CLINICAL
ASPECTS OF GAIT:
•

Proposed classification of Gait disorders into Episodic and Continuous: Giladi, Horak and
Hausdorff have recently proposed a classification of gait disturbance into two broad categories:
Continuous and Episodic.1 Authors believe that this classification will have important
ramification from functional and prognostic perspective.
a. Continuous gait disturbance: Result of chronic neuronal dysfunction as seen in
ataxia, bradykinesia and spasticity. Patients adopt to abnormal but predictable
impairments. Patients learn to adjust and compensate with changes in motor behaviour.
b. Episodic gait disturbance: They are unpredictable and patients are unable to adapt to
these sudden transient changes. As a result episodic disturbance are often the primary
cause of falls, anxiety, and avoidance behaviour. Freezing of gait, festination and
Disequilibrium are examples of Episodic gait disturbance.

•

Freezing of Gait- a common phenomenon with little diagnostic value: Freezing of Gait (FOG)
refers to transient episodes, usually lasting seconds, in which a patient is unable to initiate or continue
locomotion occurring in a background of relatively good ability to move.15 It typically occurs when

a patient is forced to change his or her normal automatic gait pattern or speed (at tight corners,
doorways, reaching destination) or responding to stressful situation such as ringing of bell, in
elevators or crossing the road.
FOG often responds to some form of tricks. For example, an obstruction may act as visual cue may
improve freezing. Using this principle, laser canes are successfully used by some of the patients of
FOG. Patients with FOG may have difficulty in walking but they may negotiate stairs well as
staircases works as visual cue to them.
FOG is common in Parkinson’s disease but it is also seen in PSP, VP and frontal lobe disorders.18 It
is surprisingly less common in Multi-system atrophy and Neuroleptic induced Parkinsonism. Pure
freezing of gait where FOG is the prominent and sometimes the only symptom is suggested as
Primary FOG. But a subgroup of Primary FOG may evolve into other disorders like PSP in due
course of time. 16,17
FOG in PD is frequently seen in off-levodopa phase and may improve with levodopa. But many cases
of PD continues to have FOG even in On-phase. This “On-phase FOG” is notoriously difficult to
treat. One of the intriguing feature of FOG is the tendency of Parkinsonian freezers not to freeze in
the clinic while examined.

• Concept of Higher Level Gait Disorders (HLGD): HLGD is intended to be a category of
gait disorder that cannot be explained by peripheral motor, sensory, pyramidal, cerebellar or
basal ganglia diseases.18 It encompasses various terms used for gait patterns characterized by
slow, wide based gait with freezing, small steps, en-bloc turning, disequilibrium and fall. The
term HLGD accommodates terms like Gait apraxia, frontal ataxia, marche et petits pas, lower
half Parkinsonism, slipping clutch syndrome etc.19,20 A variety of neurodegenerative, vascular,
neoplastic and other conditions may produce HLGD. Prevalence of HLGD is often
underestimated - a community based clinic study of gait disorder found frontal gait (HLGD)
more prevalent than the Parkinsonian gait disorder in elderly population. 21
Cautious Gait: HLGD also encompasses patient’s adaptation to neurological deficit as seen
in Cautious gait. Cautious gait is characterized by slight flexion at hip, slowing of gait,
shortened steps and en-bloc turn. It is similar to a pattern adopted by normal people on slippery
surface.19That way cautious gait is appropriate adaptation of gait pattern to the conscious or
sub-consciously perceived imbalance.
A variation of cautious gait is “overly cautious gait”. This is often a bizarre gait which the
patient holds on to other people, wall, or furniture for fear of falling. The patient expresses
overt fear of falling- it is not subconscious. The fearful behaviour is out of proportion to
patient’s gait disturbances.

•

Concept of Lower body or lower half Parkinsonism: This term is often used interchangeably
with Vascular Parkinsonism (VP).22,23 But VP, NPH and PIGD (Postural instability Gait
Disorder) variant of PD produce similar gait pattern and it may be difficult to differentiate
between them clinically. An easier scheme would have been to use the term, “Lower Body
Parkinsonism” for all these the conditions producing similar pattern of disproportionate lower
body involvement and then differentiate between them using further clinical clues and
investigaiton. Points to differentiate between PD, VP and NPH are mentioned in table no. 4.

•

Gait and cognition: Cognitive decline is often linked with gait imbalance especially in patients
with PD and HLGD. 24 Patients with executive dysfunction are unable to organize trunk and
limb muscles in relation to each other and present with impairment in gait, freezing, and
postural instability. 25

Conclusion:
Gait disorders are common and their assessment should be part of basic clinical and neurological
examination. Examination of gait and balance needs little training and methodical observation. Classic
clinical neurological examination is quite capable in pyramidal, lower motor neuron disorders, brain
stem disorders and primary sensory deficits. But it needs to develop new techniques pertaining to gait
and balance that would give more information about control of axial muscle, orientation in space and
sensori-motor integration. Till we have those techniques, we should devote more time with the
available methods of gait examination and develop that elusive “gait sense” where mere watching a
patient walking would indicate about diagnosis.
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Table no. 1: A step-wise approach to patient with Gait Disorders

STEPS
History

COMPONENTS
Onset and progression; Emphasis on slowness, stiffness, balance, falls, associated
symptoms (urinary symptom, cognitive symptoms, etc.)
Examination of Arising from standing, Quiet standing, Walking, Turning, Manoeuvres (Heel to
Gait
Toe walking, Romberg’s test, Backward walking, Running, Heel and toe
walking, Pull test, Timed Up and Go test).
Gait
pattern Ataxic, Bradykinetic, Spastic paraparetic, Spastic ataxic, Hemiparetic, Sensory,
recognition
Choreic, Dystonic, High steppage, Vestibulopathic Gait
Determination Cerebellum and its connection for ataxic, Basal ganglia and its connection for
of
Neuraxis bradykinetic, Pyramidal tract for spastic, Peripheral nerve and Posterior column
involved
for sensory, Vestibular nerve and connections for Vestibulopathic, etc.
Etiological
Information from history integrated into examination to get etiological diagnosis.
diagnosis
Example- Progressive history with backward fall early in the course of disease
indicate Progressive Supranuclear Palsy.

Table 2: Types of falls and possible causes

Types of fall
Toppling

Collapsing
Tripping
Freezing

Non-patterned fall

Bizarre fall

Phenomenon
Example
Muscle tone intact, topples PSP (falls even while quiet standing),
like a falling tree
PD (falls while turning or changing
posture like standing from sitting)
Muscle tone lost, collapses in Akinetic seizure, Syncope, Negative
a heap
Myoclonus, Orthostatic hypotension
Feet do not clear the ground Foot
drop,
Spasticity,
PD,
adequately
Parkinsonism,
Feet do not move quickly to PD, Vascular Parkinsonism, NPH,
stay under centre of balance; Primary freezing
patient tends to fall forward
Variable pattern
Failure of attention and insight
leading to carelessness, as seen in
dementia
Fall often occurs with bizarre Psychogenic
acrobatic posture; patient
usually lands safely

PSP: Progressive Supranuclear Palsy, PD: Parkinson’s disease, NPH: Normal Pressure
Hydrocephalus.

Table 3: Salient finding during gait examination for various gait-patterns

Ataxic

Bradykinetic

Standing from
sitting
Wide
stance,
Postural sway,
unstable

Standing
quietly
Wide stance
Erect
posture,
base,
Postural
sway

Walking

Wide
stance,
Initiation
normal,
staggering steps,
slow
gait,
Variable
cadence,
Postural sway
Stance normal Stance
Start hesitation,
or wide, May normal or short step length,
take
few wide,
decreased speed,
attempts to get Stooped
low trajectory
up, tendency to posture,
(shuffling),

Turning

Maneuvers

Stance base
further
increases,
no freezing,
tendency to
fall

Heel – toe
walking
impaired, Pull
test may be
positive

Takes
multiple
steps
during turn,
freezing

Pull
test
positive,
Timed Up Go
test-

fall
while
attempting to
get up
Spastic
paraparetic

Normal
to
narrow stance,
Stable

Frontal
or Wide
stance
Higher
level (wider
than
Gait Disorder
bradykinetic),
may take few
attempts,
Unstable

Sensory gait

Festination,
during
decreased arm turns,
swing
tendency to
fall
Normal to Initiation
Slow
narrow
normal,
stiff turning,
stance,
labored
gait, may take
Upright or slow speed, low swing turn
slightly
trajectory,
flexed,
scissoring,
no
festination,
normal
arm
swing.
Wide
Start hesitation, Multiple
stance,
short step length, steps
Upright
decreased speed, during turn,
posture, no low trajectory En
bloc
postural
(shuffling), No turn,
sway
festination,
freezing,
Exaggerated arm tendency to
swing
fall

Wide
stance, Wide
Postural sway, stance,
Unstable
Stooped,
Postural
sway
exaggerated
on
eye
closure
Vestibulopathic Wide
stance, Wide
gait
postural sway stance,
towards
Deviation
affected
ear, of posture
Quite unstable
towards
affected ear

Initiation
normal, Speed
normal or slow,
High steppage
trajectory

Turning
only
minimally
affected

abnormal
(more than 12
seconds)
Timed Up Go
testabnormal
(more than 12
seconds)

Pull
test
positive,
Timed Up Go
testabnormal
(more than 12
seconds)
Romberg’s
test positive

Initiation
Tendency
Running safer
normal,
Wide to
fall than
slow
stance,
speed during turn walking
slow,
Normal
trajectory,
Deviated posture
towards affected
ear, unstable.

Table 4: Clue to differentiate between Parkinson’s disease, Vascular Parkinsonism and Normal
Pressure Hydrocephalus.

Stance Base
while
standing
and walking
Limb and
speech
involvement

Arm swing

Parkinson’s Disease

Vascular Parkinsonism

Normal to slightly wide

Wide

Upper limb frequently
involved;
Associated
hypomimia
and
hypophonia may be
present
Asymmetrical decrease

Relative sparing of upper Upper limbs spared;
limb, hypomimia not hypomimia not seen,
seen, spastic or ataxia speech usually normal
dysarthria may be noted

Normal
Pressure
Hydrocephalus
Wide

Arm swing normal or Arm swing exaggerated
exaggerated
(more prominent than
Vascular Parkinsonism)
Posture
Stooped forward
Upright posture
Upright or slight flexion
at waist
Freezing
Common during ‘off – Very
common, Common, Not responsive
levodopa’ phase but can responsive to external cue to external cue
be seen in on-phase as
well,
responsive
to
external cue
Festination: Common
Uncommon
Uncommon
Laterality of Unilateral
or Symmetrical
Symmetrical
Symptoms
asymmetrical
Response to Excellent response
Partial response may be No significant response
levodopa
seen in initial years
.

TREATMENT REFRACTORY CIDP WITH ‘IVORY
VERTEBRAE’- A CASE OF OSTEOSCLEROTIC
MYELOMA (POEMS SYNDROME)
Dr. Arjit Bag, Dr. Ashis Datta, Dr. A Shobhana, Dr. Santosh Trivedi

Introduction
POEMS syndrome (polyneuropathy, organomegaly, endocrinopathy, monoclonal protein, and skin
changes) must be considered for patients with chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculopathy
(CIDP) not responding to corticosteroids, IV immunoglobulin (IVIg) therapy, or plasmapheresis1–3.
Thrombocytosis and polycythaemia, Osteosclerotic bone lesions in patients with polyneuropathy
should prompt further evaluation for POEMS syndrome1. Only serum protein electrophoresis may be
misleading as in most of the cases it may be normal. We here presenting a case of 23 year old lady
with sensory-motor quadriparesis of 8 months, initially diagnosed as CIDP( Chronic inflammatory
demyelinating polyneuropathy) and not responded to IVIg and pulse Methylprednisolone therapy
ultimately diagnosed as POEMS Syndrome and responded well to induction and continuation phase
of chemotherapy.

Case presentation
This 23 years old lady was apparently well 6 months ago. Then she gradually developed insidious
onset gradually progressive weakness of both limbs, started distally symmetrically in both limbs and
progressed proximally later. She also had simultaneous onset sensory symptoms in both lower limb in
the form of tingling sensation followed by numbness which also gradually involved distal to proximal
portion of her limbs. During presentation she was wheelchair bound but there were no upper limb
symptoms. She didn’t had any bladder bowel symptoms. She also didn’t have any cranial nerve
symptoms and no history suggestive of any prior connective tissue disease. She complained of weight
loss of approximate 4 kg in last 8 months and noticed gradually progressive generalised darkening of
her skin colour. Her weakness was of LMN type with history of loosening of limbs, leg buckling and
without any history of flexor spasm. Her gynaecological history was non-significant and she didn’t
have any prior similar illness.
General examination was non-significant except generalized darkening of skin color. Abdominal,
respiratory and cardiac examination was noncontributory. Examination revealed LMN type motor
weakness involving bilateral lower limb with distal (Medical Research Council Muscle Power Scale
strength of 1/5) predominant weakness than proximal (3/5) and normal upper limb, trunk and neck
muscle power. Sensory examination revealed graded type sensory loss involving bilateral lower limb
with distal part was most affected than proximal part. She had generalised hyporeflexia without any
autonomic involvement. Her higher mental function, cranial nerves, spine and cranium, cerebellar
function was within normal limit. No peripheral nerve thickening or trophic changes were noted.

Investigations
Her complete blood count including total platelet count, liver function tests, thyroid function tests,
renal function tests were non-contributory but she was found to be diabetic with HbA1c value 7.2%.
HIV, HbsAg, AntiHCV antibody were negative. Serum electrolytes were within normal range, lipid
profile were also within range except higher Triglyceride level 242 mg/dl. Chest X-Ray and
Electrocardiogram was non-contributory. Motor nerve conduction study revealed normal distal and
proximal latency, nerve conduction velocity and normal compound muscle action potential in bilateral
upper limb ulnar and median stimulation. F waves in bilateral ulnar and median stimulation showed
increased mean latency with impersistance in right ulnar stimulation. Sensory stimulation of bilateral
ulnar and median revealed normal study. Bilateral lower limb motor and sensory stimulation were
inexcitable. CSF examination revealed mild elevated protein (73mg/dl) with normal cell count. In sural
nerve biopsy perineurium, endoneurium and endoneurial blood vessels appeared normal without any
inflammatory infiltrate. Serum protein electrophoresis was normal and Anti-Nuclear Antibody, Antineutrophilic cytoplasmic antibody were negative with normal serum ACE level.
Prior to presentation to our institute she received pulse intravenous methylprednisolone for 5 days
followed by oral steroid for 2 months. As she didn’t respond well to glucocorticoid she was also
received IVIg once 2gm/kg body weight. In spite of the above treatment over last 4 months she didn’t
had any improvement in power. During evaluation we found in dorsal spine X-Ray D10 vertebrae had
increased opacity and appearance was like a Ivory vertebrae. Osteosclerotic change in vertebral body
appears as ivory vertebrae which generally results from bone tumor, Paget’s disease, Pott’s spine,
Osteosclerotic myeloma and many other reasons. CT guided biopsy from that vertebral body detected
sheets of plasma cells with immunopositivity for CD138. Bone marrow aspiration revealed reactive
marrow changes. Whole body bone scan was done to identify any lytic or sclerotic focus which also
revealed increased osteoblastic activity in D11 vertebrae and osteosclerotic activity in D10,D12, L1.
Serum VEGF couldn’t be done due to technical constraints. Her myeloma related work-up revealed
elevated B2 microglobulin level 2.8 mg/L (normal 1.1–2.4 mg/L), and elevated serum kappa free light
chains at 2.8 mg/dL (normal 0.33–1.94 mg/dL) and lambda free light chains at 3.12nmg/dL (normal
0.57–2.63 mg/dL) with a normal ratio of 0.89. Our patient was diagnosed with POEMS syndrome as
she met mandatory criteria (polyneuropathy, monoclonal gammopathy), major criteria (sclerotic bone
lesions ), and minor criteria (organomegaly -hepatomegaly, endocrinopathy, skin changes). She was
treated with Bortezomib, Lenalidomide and Dexamethasone with close follow up under Hematology.
On 6 month post treatment her lower limb motor power improved partially and she became ambulatory
with minimal support.

Discussion
POEMS is an acronym describing a rare, multiorgan, paraneoplastic syndrome including
polyneuropathy, organomegaly, endocrinopathy, monoclonal protein, and skin changes resulting from
an underlying plasma cell neoplasm2,3. The estimated prevalence of POEMS is 0.3 per 100,000 with a
peak incidence occurring during the fifth and sixth decades of life3. Diagnosis of POEMS syndrome
requires presence of both mandatory criteria of polyneuropathy and evidence of a plasma cell
proliferative disorder, 1 of the major criteria (Castleman disease, sclerotic bones lesions, increased

levels of VEGF), and 1 of the minor criteria (organomegaly, signs of extravascular volume overload,
endocrinopathy, skin changes, papilledema, thrombocytosis). Additional non-criteria findings can
include digital clubbing , weight loss, hyperhidrosis, pulmonary hypertension/restricted lung disease,
hrombotic diathesis, diarrhoea, and low vitamin B12 values2,3.
The diagnostic challenge to early recognition in POEMS is the ubiquity of its initial presenting
symptom, polyneuropathy, which leads to a broad differential. Screening for a plasma cell disorder is
critical in the diagnostic work-up of any neuropathy. Pattern recognition can also aid in early diagnosis.
POEMS is marked by a subacute, symmetric, often painful, sensorimotor neuropathy frequently with
pronounced weakness4. POEMS syndrome is a malignant disease with widespread complications.
Pulmonary hypertension and severe renal impairment (estimated glomerular filtration rate <30
mL/min) due to cytokine-induced endothelial malfunction and renal capillary collapse respectively are
common complications2,3.
Another association with POEMS is cerebral ischemia and other area thromboembolic event. The
pathophysiology of POEMS syndrome is unknown. VEGF levels are seen as a specific marker of
disease activity and are monitored as a response to treatment. Augmented VEGF has been shown in
animal models to lead to increased microvascular permeability ultimately resulting in endoneurial
edema and the presence of serum components toxic to nerves2,3.
Although there are no randomized controlled trials, treatment for POEMS is based on treating the
underlying plasma cell neoplasm with myeloma-adapted regimens. Radiation therapy is first line for
limited disease (isolated bone lesions), whereas chemotherapy, with or without adjuvant radiation
therapy, is standard for disseminated plasma cell disease. Early diagnosis of POEMS syndrome can
have profound effects on patient disability. A 20-year retrospective review of patients with POEMS
found that 35% were either wheelchair- or bedbound at time of diagnosis. Patients diagnosed within 6
months of symptoms had significantly lower Overall Neuropathy Limitations
Scale scores compared to those with a later diagnosis5,6.
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Fig 1a,b –Histopathogy of dorsal vertebral biopsy showing sheets of plasma cells with CD 138
positivity, 1c showing darkening of skin colour, 1d showing increased opacity of single dorsal
vertebrae giving appearance of Ivory vertebrae.

INTRASPINAL ACTINOMYCOSIS AS A RARE CAUSE
OF SPINAL CORD COMPRESSION – A CASE REPORT
Dr. Jayanta Roy, Dr. Debarshi Chatterjee, Dr. Avik Mukherjee,
Dr. Subhadeep Banerjee, Dr. Anindya Sengupta, Dr. Radhika Mhatre
Actinomycosis is a chronic bacterial infection characterized by abscess formation, draining sinus tracts,
fistulae, and tissue fibrosis.1 Cervicofacial (55%), abdominopelvic (20%) and thoracic (15%) are most
commonly involved in actinomycosis2,3 while central nervous system (CNS), especially spinal cord
involvement is rare 2,4-6 CNS involved actinomycosis may present as brain abscess, meningitis, subdural
empyema, spinal and cranial epidural abscess and actinomycetoma, which is similar to some other conditions
such as malignant and granulomatous diseases. Therefore, intraspinal actinomycosis is often misdiagnosed in
clinical practice and has rightly been given the moniker “the great pretender “.7 In this article, we would like
to present a histopathologically confirmed case of intraspinal actinomycosis and contribute to the
understanding of this disease.

Case Report
A 63-year-old hypertensive, longstanding diabetic female with poor glycemic control presented to us with a
relatively acute onset severe neck pain since 2 weeks associated with some weakness and occasional radicular
pain in her right upper limb. There was no history of any recent trauma, no headache, fever or any cranial nerve
deficits, nor any significant bladder symptoms or ataxia.
Examination revealed an alert but anxious female of average built, in obvious discomfort owing to the neck pain.
Her vitals were stable with a blood pressure of 126/70 mm of Hg and heart rate of 96 bpm with all peripheral
pulses palpable equally. Her capillary blood glucose at admission was high at 350 mg/dl. General and systemic
examination was grossly normal with no pallor or palpable lymph nodes.
Neurological examination revealed preserved higher functions and cranial nerve testing. Spinal motor
examination revealed mild weakness of right biceps (MRC 4/5) and brachioradialis (MRC 3/5) with depressed
right supinator jerks. Lower limb jerks were brisk (3+) without any knee or ankle clonus. Mild spasticity was seen
in the lower limbs. Among the superficial reflexes, abdominal reflex was inelicitable owing to a lax abdominal
wall and plantar reflexes had a bilateral withdrawal response. Rest of her neurological examination was normal.
Suspecting a compressive cervical myelopathy, an MRI Cervical spine was done along with other routine
investigations. MRI revealed a compression fracture with posterior bulge of cortex and cord compression in C6
vertebra with an anterior epidural fluid collection in the upper cervical region. Incidentally, there was significant
prevertebral collection seen as well (Fig 1). Neurosurgical inputs were roped in and a decision to operate her the
next day was made. Her baseline inflammatory markers were very high and she had been started on broad
spectrum antibiotics with Gram positive and negative coverage.

Surgical exploration with C6 corpectomy to remove the destroyed
vertebra was done along with spine fixation and drainage of the anterior
epidural collection. The pus and bone fragments were sent for
histopathological analysis. HPE showed fragmented bony trabeculae
with marrow spaces showing multiple Actinomycotic colonies (Fig 2A,
asterix) which were Gram positive ( Fig 2B) and showed branching
slender filamentous bacteria on Gomori’s methenamine silver stain (Fig
2C).
A CECT thorax was done to look for any primary thoracic foci which
could have extended into the prevertebral and subsequently the epidural
space. It revealed multifocal, irregular, rim enhancing, encysted
hypodense collections suggestive of abscesses in the prevertebral and
retropharyngeal spaces, right posterior paraspinal space, both
paravertebral spaces at the level of D2 vertebra (measuring 42mm x 32
mm x 38 mm on the right side and 25mm x 22 mm x 31 mm
Fig 1. MRI Cervical spine sagittal view
approximately on the left side) and right upper chest wall, projecting
towards intrathoracic compartment (measuring 48mm x 44 mm x 36 mm approx). Few small discrete nodes were
seen in the pretracheal and prevascular location as also in both submandibular, submental, jugulodigastric and
supraclavicular chains. Fibrotic, streaky opacities were seen in both lower lobes and the right upper lobe along
with compression collapse of the posterobasal segments of both
lower lobes (Fig 3). Thoracoscopic drainage of the abscesses
was carried out.
She was started on intravenous ceftriaxone for actinomycosis as
crystalline penicillin was unavailable. Rehabilitative measures in
the form of limb and chest physiotherapy was also instituted at
the same time. Her hospital course was otherwise uneventful.
She showed slow recovery with resolution of neck pain and
gradual improvement of limb power. She is currently in her 4th
week of antibiotics and is on followup. She has been planned for
6 weeks of IV antibiotics followed by 18 weeks of oral
amoxycliin with periodic CT imaging of the thorax and cervical
Fig 2. Histopathological examination findings
spine to assess radiological resolution of the abscesses.

Discussion
Actinomycosis can take place in various anatomical sites including face, bone and joint, respiratory tract,
genitourinary tract, gastrointestinal tract, central nervous system, skin, and soft tissues.8 Most intraspinal
actinomycosis cases are attributed to local or hematogenous spread .9 However, only a few cases of intraspinal
actinomycosis have been reported so far.2, 10-12 Till date, only about 30 cases of intraspinal actinomycosis have
been reported.
Manifestations of intraspinal actinomycosis are usually nonspecific with insidious onset. Local neurological
symptoms, including limb weakness (69.2%), paresis or restricted movement (53.8%), hypoesthesia or

paresthesia (26.9%), were most common and associated with the lesion-involved spinal cord segments.
Neurological symptoms usually indicate the range of involved spinal cord segments. Persistent back pain is
usually the initial complaint that alarms doctors. Fever is common but not always accompanied as only 65%
patients had a fever. Among the cases with spinal cord involvement, thoracic lesions are most frequently involved,
with a proportion of 74.1%, followed by cervical (48.1%), lumbar (29.6%) and sacral (11.1%) lesions. 13
Most cases are considered as hematogenous spread from lung to spine, while isolated focal actinomycosis is also
common. Infection tends to occur in immunocompromised people, but sometimes it may also appear in
immunocompetent people with transient host defense decline. The conditions such as poor oral hygiene, diabetes,
alcoholism, HIV infection, steroid and bisphosponates use, transplantation, local tissue damage caused by trauma,
recent surgery, irradiation, and male gender of mid-decades are thought to predispose individuals to the
development of actinomycosis.
The final diagnosis of actinomycosis should be
confirmed by culture of the pathogen or biopsy
(histopathological evidence) .3 Due to the
difficulty of actinomycetes cultivation, most
actinomycosis can only be diagnosed based on
histopathological evidence. In a retrospective
study of 68 cervico-facial actinomycosis cases,14
twenty-two of them (32%) were confirmed by
histopathological
examination.
Therefore,
Fig 3. CECT Thorax showing prevertebral abscess
diagnosis of intraspinal actinomycosis still
compressing right lung
primarily relies on pathology/biopsy for now.
Despite the risk of invasive examination and surgery, biopsy is still recommended when intraspinal actinomycosis
is highly suspected. Early diagnosis and treatment might greatly improve the prognosis of this disease, otherwise
severe neurological sequelae would probably happen.
The recommended treatment for intraspinal actinomycosis was prolonged durations (6-12 months) and high doses
of penicillin G or amoxicillin.15,16 Penicillin based regimen was applied and took effect in 88.5% of the intraspinal
cases and the mean duration of antibiotic therapeutics was 6 months (range, 2-16 months).13 However, the duration
could probably be shortened to 3 months if the patient had surgical resection. 2,12,17 Acceptable alternatives or
adjuvant antibiotics include tetracycline, erythromycin and clindamycin. 6,12,18,19 Adequate duration of treatment
could reduce the risk of recurrence and local complications. 11,20,21
Surgery is recommended when epidural abscesses exist, spinal compressive symptoms exacerbate, response to
antibiotic therapeutics is poor, and spinal malformation happens. 22 With proper indications, surgical
decompressive resection of the spinal canal may help relieve symptoms or shorten the duration of antibiotics
therapeutics .5,23 Since delayed or inappropriate treatment could lead to severe neurological sequelae, timely and
well-targeted surgical intervention could greatly improve the outcome in this condition.

Conclusion
Intraspinal actinomycosis is a rare, pathogen caused, granulomatous inflammatory disease. Biopsy and pathogen
culture remain the main approaches of diagnosis, and biopsy is highly recommended for its high detectable rate.
Prompt treatment with high dose of penicillin and prolonged antimicrobial therapy would improve prognosis.
Surgical decompressive resection of spinal canal may relieve neurological symptoms and prevent severe
neurological sequelae to some extent.
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SOCIAL COGNITION AND BEHAVIOUR
Dr. Sidharth Shankar Anand
Human beings are most social of all animals. We play, eat, work and compete with each other. Despite
this we all are completely different in understanding of our own emotion, empathizing and connecting
with others emotion, infer the motivations or thoughts of others, maintain social networks, and follow
common social norms.
Humans tend to maintain between 6 and 20 emotionally close relationships but vary substantially in
their number of relatively weaker relationships.(1) The size of social networks has been shown to
decrease. with age and increase with level of education, emotional intelligence, and self-monitoring
abilities. Yet contrary to what might be expected, no clear and consistent link exists between measures
of personality, such as extraversion, and social network size. Larger social networks confer benefits.
Individuals who maintain more relationships experience positive health outcomes from lower rates of
mortality to increased survival from heart attacks, whereas those who are more socially isolated are
more susceptible to health problems. (2)

Neurobiology of social behaviour
Like other domains of cognition, social information processing relies initially on attending to,
perceiving, and decoding relevant cues. The value of social information received through the senses is
processed by primitive and rapid emotion-driven mechanisms; this first level processing enables a
rapid decision about whether to immediately approach or avoid another person, similarly to how
objects are processed. Perceptual information about social stimuli is then more elaborately processed
via mechanisms that may reach conscious awareness, including decoding the potential thoughts,
emotions, and intentions of another person. This information is further embellished using knowledge
(semantic memory) about social concepts and normative behaviour appropriate for the context, as well
as memory from past experiences. Once social information is perceived, decoded, and interpreted, a
behavioural response can be selected, planned, and enacted, usually invoking executive and regulatory
processes.(3)

Sensory perception
The exchange of information between individuals (social signals) necessarily engages multiple sensory
systems involved in detecting and interpreting this information. In humans, the detection of socially
relevant information relies heavily on visual and auditory processes in addition to somatosensory and,
to a lesser degree, olfactory sensory processes.(4)

Visual perceptual system
Within the fusiform gyrus, the fusiform face area is engaged by various visual stimuli but more
robustly by faces, while the extrastriate body area in the lateral occipitotemporal cortex responds to
images of parts of the body. These processes appear to be bilateral but are usually right hemisphere
dominant. (5) The direction and movement of another person’s gaze and so-called ‘‘biological
movement’’ (such as postures and gait) are processed by the superior temporal sulcus. This information
is further processed along more rostral areas of the temporal cortex and prefrontal cortex to more fully

interpret its meaning and relevance.(6) Amygdala plays a central role in processing social visual
information, receiving input from many of these regions as well as subcortical structures such as the
superior colliculus, which may process some of this visual information in a rapid and potentially
unconscious fashion. (7)

Other perceptual systems
Auditory cortical regions, particularly unimodal and heteromodal regions in the superior temporal
gyrus and sulcus bilaterally, respond more robustly to the sound of human voices than other sounds.
Prosodic elements of speech perception appear to be processed by right temporal auditory regions. (8)
The touch of another person is processed not only by the somatosensory cortices but also the insular
cortex, which is particularly important for decoding somatosensory stimuli as pleasant or unpleasant.
Although seemingly much less important in humans than in many animals, the olfactory system also
processes information relevant to social exchange. (8)
Primary processing of sensory information is tuned by the salience system. For example, increased
visual acuity is linked to enhanced activity in the amygdala and visual cortex including area V1, where
the amygdala might directly modulate visual cortex responses to relevant stimuli. Structures including
the anterior insula and orbitofrontal cortex further create representation of value or salience.
The insula is specifically involved in representing information about the internal milieu of the body at
a given moment, thereby enabling the relevance of information to be determined in relation to a
person’s current needs.

Interpretation, analysis and the response
Heteromodal association and paralimbic cortical regions in the anterior temporal lobe and medial and
orbital prefrontal cortex perform important integrative operations on this sensory information,
decoding its meaning based on emotion, general knowledge (semantic memory), and past experience
(episodic memory), as well as the present context, needs, and goals. (8)

Mirroring and theory of mind
Some displays of behaviour convey another person’s intended goals, while others convey their
feelings. Observing someone else’s emotion or pain typically causes a mirroring reaction that is
thought to duplicate their experience within oneself, extending in some cases to automatic mimicry of
the other person’s facial expression and posture.
The anterior insula and the anterior cingulate cortex are involved in our own experiences of emotion
and in viewing others’ emotions; the inferior frontal gyrus and inferior parietal lobule are involved in
both our own movements and in simulating others’ motor movements, including their facial displays.
Right-lateralized insula-cingulate activity is associated with arousal, sympathetic autonomic activity,
and withdrawal behaviour, while left-lateralized activity is associated with relaxation, parasympathetic
activity, and approach behaviours. (9)
Theory of mind refers to one’s awareness that other individuals experience thoughts or feelings that
are distinct from one’s own. These thoughts may include ideas about goals, plans for the future,
memories from the past, or feelings about others’ emotional states. Medial prefrontal cortex, a dorsal

region is involved in taking another’s cognitive perspective and in representing the other person’s
typical behaviour traits, while a ventral medial prefrontal cortex region, which is highly interconnected
with limbic structures, is thought to represent and reason about others’ emotions. (9)

Social episodic and semantic memory
We learn about social concepts from our own experience during development and from collective
experiences shared through media or normative rules. Episodic memory systems are critical for
learning and remembering information about other people and the contexts in which we have
encountered them.
Ultimately, all of the processing power that is used to understand other people is then put to use when
we make decisions about how to act. In certain situations, substantial executive control and response
inhibition may be necessary to regulate behaviour appropriately for the context. The dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex are key regions that are critical to the regulation
of emotion and play important roles in the execution of appropriate social behaviour. The anterior
cingulate cortex is also important for monitoring conflicts and errors as well as for response
inhibition.(10)
Some regions associated with reward processing (ventromedial prefrontal cortex, nucleus accumbens)
are responsive in functional neuroimaging experiments to both images of family members and positive
social feedback. In contrast, regions associated with avoidant behaviour (anterior insula, amygdala)
demonstrate activation when stimuli of faces viewed are judged as untrustworthy and associated with
negative social feedback.(10)

Disorders of social cognition
Disorders of social cognition include frontotemporal dementia, autism, Williams syndrome (a
neurodevelopmental syndrome associated with hypersocial behaviour, due to a deletion on
chromosome 7), schizophrenia and multiple other psychiatric illnesses, as well as developmental or
acquired prosopagnosia, Capgras syndrome (a delusional syndrome in which a person believes their
spouse or other family member or friend has been replaced by an identical-looking imposter, which
can occur in patients with schizophrenia, dementia, traumatic brain injury, or other conditions), and
focal brain lesions.
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TUBEROUS SCLEROSIS – CAN RADIOLOGY
RELIABLY PREDICT THE CLINICAL SEVERITY?
Dr. Sonali Singh, Dr. Mona Tiwari
Abstract
Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is a disorder with various symptoms manifesting at different ages.
Historically, the burden of cortical tubers has been correlated with the clinical severity. Here two cases
have been discussed, emphasising the mismatch between neuroimaging finding and severity or
neurological symptoms. Age of onset of seizure and the type of seizure are the reliable markers of the
neurological outcome. Much has been known about this disorder in the past decade, but the
understanding regarding its pathophysiology is still evolving. All children should be screened and
managed as per the latest recommendations, irrespective of neuroimaging findings.

Introduction
Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is a genetic disorder with potentially multisystem involvement.
This autosomal dominant condition is one of the most common neuro-cutaneous syndromes with
variable penetrance. Today, the role of TSC1/TSC2 genes in the mTOR pathway, as a negative
regulator, is well established.(1) Newer tailored medicines for TSC patients have resulted from a better
understanding of genetics. The care of a patient with TSC has changed dramatically during the last
decade. The necessity of detecting and treating children with TSC before they have seizures has been
emphasised in recent guidelines.(2) Neuroimaging is an important tool in the diagnosis and
prognostication of the neurological outcome in patients with TSC. But the key question is how much
can we rely on neuroimaging in this endeavour. Can radiology reliably predict the severity of
neurological symptoms? Two cases are presented here in which neuroimaging findings did not match
the clinical phenomenology, emphasising the fact that TSC is still a mystery.
Case 1:
A twelve-year-old girl presented with drug refractory epilepsy, significant behavioural issues and
subnormal intelligence. At four months of age she developed epileptic spasms, which resolved by two
years. Parents could not recollect the details of medications given to the child. Thereafter she
developed increasing frequency of focal as well as generalised tonic clonic seizures. At the time of
presentation to our OPD, she had weekly left focal, motor seizures. Child was ambulatory but
dependant on her parents for activities of daily living. She had limited vocabulary of 2-3 words, poor
eye contact and frequent aggressive outbursts. Child was receiving sodium valproate (40mg/kg/day),
levetiracetam (40 mg/kg/day) and clobazam (15mg/day). She had three hypo pigmented patches on
her face. She was evaluated with TSC-Associated Neuropsychiatric disorders (TAND) checklist. She
had severe intellectual disability and satisfied the DSM-V criteria for autistic spectrum disorder. Her
ophthalmological, dental, cardiac and renal evaluations revealed no abnormality.
Electroencephalogram (EEG) showed frequent inter-ictal discharges over right frontal electrodes. CT

scan of brain (Figure 1a-b) and MRI Brain (Figure 1c) showed five calcified tubers and few calcified
sub ependymal nodules (SENs).
Child was started on oxcarbazepine and titrated slowly (20mg/kg/day) with plan to taper and stop
sodium valproate. Ketogenic diet therapy was planned and pre-therapy evaluation done. Child is
currently seizure free for last three months.
Case 2
A three-year-old boy presented with multiple facial lesions. He had no history of seizures or
behavioural issues. His developmental milestones were age appropriate. None of the family members
had similar skin lesions. Detailed physical examination revealed multiple facial angiofibromas and
shagreen patches on face as well as trunk. His MRI brain (Figure 2 a-d) showed multiple SENs,
bilateral cystic (largest in the right temporal lobe) and non-cystic cortical tubers. A heterogeneous
lesion (subependymal giant cell astrocytoma) was seen at Foramen of Monroe. No epileptiform
activity was found on EEG. There was no problem behaviour identified on TAND checklist. His
ophthalmological, dental, renal and cardiac evaluation revealed no abnormality.

Discussion
Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is a progressive disorder. The symptoms of TSC manifest
differently at different ages. Cardiac rhabdomyoma can be detected antenatally. Cortical tubers are
present at term. Hypomelanotic macules are the earliest dermatological manifestations to appear in
infancy. Epilepsy is the most common neurological symptom occurring in 80-90% of the patients with
TSC. Very often it begins within one year of life (63-78%). (2,3). Other features of TSC gradually
appear. Guidelines regarding the diagnosis of TSC, its surveillance and management have recently
been updated. (2)
The neuroimaging findings have been correlated with clinical phenotype. Onset of epileptic spasms in
infants less than six months is often associated with large cortical tubers (CTs). In patients with TSC,
cortical tuber count has long been utilised as a biomarker to predict the severity of seizures and
cognitive outcomes. (4,5) Although the number of cortical tubers does not alter beyond term gestation,
the earliest age at which they may be reliably detected on an MRI brain scan is 16-18 months. The
clinical phenotype is substantially advanced by this age, as previously stated. Attempts have been
made to identify the number and lobar location of cortical tubers which predict high seizure burden
and poor cognitive outcome, but the results have been inconsistent. Bilateral cortical tubers, on the
other hand, have been linked to a severe phenotype almost universally. (5) Presence of cystic cortical
tubers (CT type 3) is associated with an aggressive seizure phenotype. Type 3 cortical tubers are also
associated with SEGA. Overall cystic cortical tubers correlate clinically with most severe phenotype.
(6,7)
The young boy discussed here, had all the radiological markers which are associated with poor
clinical outcome. Despite high cortical tuber burden, the child was asymptomatic apart from cutaneous
stigmata of TSC.
Role of calcification of SENs or cortical tubers have been explored. Sub ependymal nodules typically
have higher predisposition for calcification than the cortical tubers. The available literature appears to
be split on the impact of calcified cortical tubers. Few studies associate calcification with stabilisation

of the tuber, while others found calcified tubers to be more epileptogenic than those without
calcification. The girl reported here had infantile onset drug refractory seizures with severe intellectual
disability. She had five calcified cortical tubers and two calcified SENs without any other radiological
findings of TSC. Few studies concluded that a cortical tuber count of seven and above is correlated
with high seizure burden. (4) With the current available information, the child's symptoms were out of
proportion to her neuroimaging findings. It is still debatable whether the surrounding dysplastic area
or the calcified part of cortical tuber itself is the epileptogenic focus in children with TSC. (8) The girl
had fronto-parietal cortical tubers. Previous study has found association of tuber burden in frontal,
parietal and temporal lobes with intellectual disability. (9) There have been few case reports of severe
clinical phenotype in the absence of a substantial burden of cortical tubers, similar to this girl. It has
been hypothesized that neuronal connections around the tubers are differentially affected, thus leading
to variable phenotype. (8) These changes cannot be picked up on routine MRI studies. Researchers
today are focussing on advanced imaging techniques to study the extent of brain involvement in
children with TSC. (10,11)
Age at onset of seizure predicts the neurodevelopmental outcome. The fact that seizure onset in infancy
is related to poor cognition and increased likelihood of drug refractory epilepsy, stands true in the cases
discussed above. (12,13) Though there was a clinico-radiological mismatch but the girl (case 1) with
seizure onset in the early infancy (epileptic spams) had more severe phenotype than the boy (case 2)
who never had seizures till three years of age. Successful treatment of seizures early in the course
improves the cognitive outcome. Recent guidelines recommend screening all children diagnosed with
TSC, within two years of age, for seizures. In those with no clinical seizure, EEG study is performed
for early initiation of anti-seizure medications when epileptic abnormalities are noted on EEG. (2)

Conclusion
The clinical phenotype is likely to be more severe if there are more MRI brain abnormalities. However,
it is not always true, as evidenced by clinico-radiological disparity in these children. Age at onset of
seizure is a reliable predictor of the neurological outcome in children with TSC.

Figure 1: CT Head showed calcified tubers (1a, 1b, blue arrow) and calcified SENs (1a, blue arrow
head); MRI Brain (1c) showed T2 hypointense (calcified) tubers.

Figure 2: MRI Brain. T1 weighted axial image shows SENs (2a), T2 axial image shows SEGA at the
level of foramen of Monroe (2b, blue arrow head), multiple T2 hyperintense cortical tubers (2c blue
arrow), and FLAIR sequence (2d) shows cystic cortical tubers in right temporal lobe.
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THE TICKING BRAIN AND PARKINSON’S DISEASE
Avanteeka Ganguly*, Tanisha Majumdar*
Dr. Supriyo Choudhury, Dr. Hrishikesh Kumar
Time, as a concept, has intrigued physicists, naturalists, mathematicians and philosophers for centuries.
But its only fairly recently, that “time” has arisen a great degree of curiosity in the field of neuroscience.
Time is not perceived by humans like the other senses of the body like vision or smell; there is no particular
receptor that catches impulses or molecules leading us to experience time, it is perceived by the senses of
the consciousness we are. It forms an integral element of our awareness. Time perception or
“chronoception” can be defined as a field within psychology, cognitive linguistics, and neuroscience that
refers to the subjective experience, or sense, of time, which is measured by someone’s own perception of
the duration of the indefinite and unfolding of events (1)(2)
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease characterized by motor and nonmotor disorders, such as bradykinesia, tremor, rigidity, olfactory loss, sleep, behavioral and cognitive
impairment (16). This heterogeneous disease involves dysfunctions in several circuits, including the loss of
dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta, which has strong implications for the efficacy
of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway (17). Interestingly, it is this very same nigrostriatal circuitry that
mediates the subjective experience of time in humans.
An 'internal clock' is assumed to be the natural strategy of an individual for the mental estimation of time.
This hypothetical internal clock is regulated by an unconscious counting of “pulses”, that are continuously
being produced in the brain(3). As the neurotransmitter dopamine is the pacemaker of this time-keeping
system, there exists an observable deficit in the performance of PD patients in time estimation and
reproduction tasks (4,5,6,7,8,9,14). The major tasks performed to elicit these differences are: prospective time
production tasks (10) retrospective time estimation tasks, time reproduction tasks and time discrimination
tasks (11). PD patients gave longer prospective and shorter retrospective time estimates, as compared to
healthy individuals. These results were explained in terms of “slower” ticking of the internal clock in the
patients (8). This hypothesis is in accordance with previous animal research, which has shown that
dopamine agonists increase and antagonists decrease the speed of this mental clock (12). Counterintuitive
to this discovery, oftentimes, also characterized by a tendency to overestimate shorter, and underestimate
longer time intervals. This phenomenon was named the migration effect, and was found only when both
were estimated in a single experimental session (13).

These conflicting findings could result from inadequate memory control in participants, since PD patients
frequently exhibit cognitive dysfunctions. Furthermore, a damage to the hippocampus results in the
underestimation of intervals above 20 s. In such cases, the person is no longer able to remember and
process the starting point accurately. This suggests that memory dysfunction can speed up or slow down
the subjective passage of time in the affected.

It was revealed in a study, that PD patients have a significant impairment in their perceptual abilities in
the supra second range while performing a temporal discrimination task involving the presentation of two
pairs of visual stimuli (7). Recently diagnosed PD patients, who were not on any dopaminergic medication,
were also deficient in temporal perceptual abilities, when compared with healthy individuals. Like
abnormalities in eye movement and olfactory dysfunction, temporal function deficits might predate the
presentation of motor impairments. Time perception abnormalities could then prove to be an early disease
marker, and a potential prognostic tool.
When individuals observe a slow-motion movement, the central nervous system (CNS) speeds up in order
to balance the feedback for movement, and the vision perceived (18). In patients with Parkinson’s Disease,
there is a dissociation in temporal information processing, resulting in judgment abnormalities in timerelated matters. This distortion has been thought to be related with a deficit in the process of sensorimotor
integration in the posterior parietal cortex due to a basal ganglia dysfunction, which provokes inadequate
sensory stimuli inputs.
A study by Shin-ichi Tokushige et al. sought to assess the rhythm of the internal clock in Parkinson’s
Disease with the help of a synchronized tapping task. Early PD patients responded ahead of the tones
(negative asynchrony), which became more pronounced with repeated tapping. This suggests “faster”
ticking clock. PD patients produced shorter time intervals than normal subjects did; in other words, PD
patients underestimated the time interval. This underestimation is, however, only consistent with faster
ticking of the internal clock (15). This creates a paradox. In addition to the overall slowness in their
movement, PD patients are also known to exhibit motor hastening, as observed during festination. A
similar hastening is observed when patients are engaged in repetitive tapping, especially in individuals
with freezing of gait (15). It has been suggested that this motor hastening might be the result of the internal
clock to operate faster, rather than slower, when engaged in a repetitive action.
In a recently published study by Yasuo Terao et al. (19) the performance of Parkinson’s Disease (PD) and
Progressive Supranuclear Palsy patients were compared with normal subjects in various time perception
and production tasks. The authors showed that the “subjective sense” of 1 s is slightly longer in PD and
shorter in PSP than in normal subjects.
Another question which gained pertinence in time distortion studies with Parkinson’s disease was whether
the temporal dysfunction in PD patients was in regard to explicit or implicit timing. Explicit timing tasks
require participants to attend to the duration of the stimulus, whereas in implicit timing tasks no explicit
instruction to process time is received but time still affects performance. Giovanna et al. used a time
bisection task to investigate explicit timing, and a fore-period task for implicit timing. It was found that
the temporal abilities of PD patients were preserved for the implicit timing, but they displayed shorter
perceived durations and higher variability as compared to controls, in the explicit timing task. The authors
thus concluded that in Parkinson’s Disease, it is the explicit timing abilities that are impaired (14).
Our understanding of human sensations, perceptions and conscious awareness has undergone a steep rise
in the past fifty years due to the massive development of new technologies and diagnostic practices. These
have allowed neuroscientists and neurologists to peek in deeper into the deeper layers of the human brain,

and uncover the countless mysteries that lie within. Tools like the EEG (Electroencephalogram), MRI
(Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and rTMS (repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation) have
revolutionized the field of neuroscience by allowing the researchers to gain insights into the structure and
functionalities of the brain like never before. This was the background of the scientific world, when the
study of time perception slowly gained centre-stage. The findings in can be important in how we think
about the etiology of Parkinson’s and how best to treat it. Perhaps Parkinson’s disease is not just an
inability to make a movement, but actually an inability to think about when is the right time to make a
movement (Mark Walton, Oxford University). The current review allows us to complement the studies
dedicated to time perception in Parkinson’s Disease and neural timers distributed in the brain.
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EPILEPSY CAN BE TREATED BY
SURGERY---- NEEDS AWARENESS
Dr. Amit Kumar Ghosh
Introduction--The epilepsies affect children, men and women of all ages, races and ethnic groups. It is the fourth most
common neurological disease. Nearly 12 million people with Epilepsy are expected to reside in India; which
contributes to nearly one-sixth of the global burden. (8)
Epilepsy can be treated medically and surgically.
Epilepsy surgery must NOT be a LAST RESORT as a treatment option. If a patient being treated by a general
physician/paediatrician/neurologist for epilepsy, not responding to medication (DRE—drug resistant
epilepsy) and continuing to have seizures impairing the QOL must be referred for pre-surgical evaluation for
determining the cause of intractability and hence a possible surgical treatment. (1)

Rationale for Epilepsy Surgery----Clinical experience and scientific data provide some compelling reasons for considering surgery for drug
resistant epilepsy. Surgical candidates have a much higher chance of attaining surgical freedom as compared
with patients receiving medical treatment for DRE (58 vs 8%, respectively ( 1).[2]
Unfortunately, in our country, it is said that it is better to live with epilepsy and ruin quality of life rather than
having surgery and enjoy a good quality of life.
Epilepsy itself is associated with a mortality of about 0.5% per year (including all causes, e.g. sudden
unexplained death due to epilepsy, from accidents, etc.).
Thus, in a person with epilepsy for 2 years, the risk of surgery roughly equals that of mortality from the
epilepsy itself (1%).[3] After this, the risk of death from epilepsy becomes more than the surgical treatment.
Pediatric epilepsies should be investigated much earlier as uncontrolled seizures during infancy and early
childhood are more likely from symptomatic etiologies.
The delay in identifying surgical candidates leads to severe irreversible changes in the developing brain,
consequently to arrested or delayed development,[4] inducing a "catastrophic epilepsy-induced
encephalopathy."[3]
It has been well demonstrated world over, including in India, that epilepsy surgery is safe and is associated
with very low mortality and morbidity.
In summary, epilepsy surgery should not be withheld in well-indicated cases as it offers the patient the best
chance to get seizure freedom and should be offered early in the course of the disease (and should not be
considered as an option of last resort).

Indications for Epilepsy Surgery (1)----Patients are said to have DRE (drug resistant epilepsy) if they have failed two or more AEDs used in their
appropriate, adequate dosage, combinations and in appropriate indications after an adequate duration of
treatment (not more than 2 years) in adult patients (16 years and above).
In pediatric patients, diagnosis of DRE should be made much earlier (sometime even within weeks of onset
of seizures), particularly if they present with epileptic encephalopathy, infantile spasms, catastrophic onset of
epilepsy, seizure frequency of >1 month and disabling seizures
When a patient does not respond to medical treatment and is defined as having drug resistant epilepsy (DRE)
as per the criteria mentioned above, he/she should then be investigated for a possibility of epilepsy surgery.

Investigations for Epilepsy Surgery ( 1)---Before surgery, a careful presurgical evaluation is mandatory. The purpose is to delineate the epileptogenic
zone, defined as "the area of cortex indispensable to the generation of epileptic seizures."
The localization of the "epileptogenic zone" cannot be performed by any single investigation. It has to be
localized by multiple investigations, which are of four broad categories:
(1) structural imaging: MRI as per the epilepsy protocol,
(2) electrical localization: EEG, long-term Video-EEG (5),(6)
(3) functional imaging: PET, SPECT, fMRI. [Wada test (an invasive test) is being replaced by fMRI.],
(4) the need for invasive investigations--When standard investigations are discordant for substrate-negative
pathologies and dual pathologies--The following are examples of instances that may require invasive intracranial monitoring (Depth, grid and
strip electrodes are implanted either through a stereotactic frame or by an open craniotomy)
a) Seizures are lateralized but not localized (e.g., a left-sided, widespread frontal–temporal onset). Seizures
are localized but not lateralized (e.g., ictal EEG patterns that appear maximally over both temporal lobes).
b) Seizures are neither localized nor lateralized (e.g., stereotyped complex partial seizures with diffuse ictal
changes or initial changes obscured by artifact).
c) Seizure localization is discordant with other data [e.g., EEG ictal scalp data discordant with neuroimaging
(MRI, PET, SPECT) or neuropsychological data].
d) Relationship of seizure onset to functional tissue must be determined (e.g., seizures with early involvement
of language or motor function).
e) Relationship of seizure onset to lesion must be determined (e.g., dual pathology or multiple intracranial
lesions).
f) If seizures are clinically suspected but video-EEG is inadequate for defining them [e.g., simple partial
seizures with no detectable scalp EEG ictal discharge or suspected epileptic seizures with unusual semiology
that suggests psychogenic seizures (pseudo-pseudo seizures)].

5) Neuropsychological testing (7)
Formal neuropsychological testing is important as a pre-operative baseline, as a predictor of possible cognitive
loss with surgery, and as an additional aid for localization. For example, patients with temporal lobe epilepsy
tend to have memory deficits. Those with dominant TLE (usually left sided) have more prominent deficits in
verbal memory compared with visual memory. Patients with average or above average memory function prior
to temporal lobectomy have a higher risk of memory decline, especially with left (dominant) temporal
lobectomy.
It is important to establish its relationship of epileptogenic zone with eloquent cortex as the surgery should
not result in a new deficit.
The minimum investigations required are specialized MRI sequences, video EEG, documenting a minimum
of three concordant and habitual seizures.
In cases where the MRI and video EEG are discordant or there exists a dual pathology, or MRI is negative,
advanced investigations like ictal SPECT (with SISCOS/SISCOM), PET and invasive video EEG are
required.
Functional MRI is required to identify speech, language, motor ,memory like areas.
Magnetoencephalography(MEG) is an important tool for source localization.
In summary, presence of a "concordant" epileptogenic focus in a patient with DRE would form an indication
for "resective" epilepsy surgery.
If such a focus is not detected, the patient may still be evaluated by advanced techniques.
Patients who have syndromes like Lenox Gestaut syndrome or intractable disabling seizures without
delineation of an epileptogenic zone may be candidates for "palliative" surgery, such as corpus callosotomy,
multiple subpial transaction or vagal nerve stimulation. Absence of a lesion even on specialized MR images
does not exclude that the person will not benefit from epilepsy surgery.

Types of surgical interventions (7) -----The surgical interventions may be broadly divided into ---1) Resection surgery a)---temporal --Anteromedial
temporal lobectomy with amygdalo-hippocampectomy: A surgical procedure where the anterior and the
medial part of the temporal lobe resected along with hippocampus, amydala, uncus and the mesial structures.
This is mostly indicated for epilepsies arising from the medial temporal lobe.
Selective amygdalo-hippocampectomy: A more technically demanding surgical procedure where only the
mesial structures, like hippocampus, amydala and uncus, are removed, leaving the lateral temporal lobe intact.
Its role over the earlier described procedure is not certain.
(b) Extra-temporal resection surgeries
2) Disconnection surgery---Corpus callosotomy
Multiple subpial transection: A surgical procedure coming under the category of "palliative" procedure where
the aim is to reduce the seizure burden only rather than to eliminate them completely. It is usually performed
on an eloquent cortex like the motor cortex so as to avoid producing any deficit. Here, the gyrus is divided
into small blocks of 1 × 1 cm using a special instrument.

Hemispherotomy: A complex surgical procedure where the entire affected hemisphere (in conditions like
Rasmussen's syndrome) is disconnected from the opposite hemisphere. This is much less invasive than the
procedure, like the earlier hemispherectomy (where the hemisphere is disconnected and then physically
removed). The latter procedure has now been given up due to the higher incidence of complications, like blood
loss, hemosiderosis, etc.
3) Neuromodulation--- vagal nerve stimulation, anterior thalamic deep brain stimulation
Electrocorticography: ----An investigation to determine when different sizes of electrodes (strips, grids)
should be placed on the surface of the brain to localize the "epileptogenic" focus before resection in all patients'
neocortical temporal and extra-temporal locations with concordant investigations. It is also to be used in
tailored resections in hippocampal sclerosis.
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A RARE COMBINATION OF ABERRANT COURSE OF
BILATERAL ICA, VERTEBRAL ARTERY FENESTRATION AND
BIHEMISPHERIC PICA: A CASE REPORT
Dr. Abir lal Nath, Dr. Sukalyan Purkayastha
Summary
Anatomical variations in the intracranial arteries are rare, but among them aberrant internal carotid
artery is one of the rarest. These cases may present incidentally or with tinnitus, hearing loss or mass
lesion. If misdiagnosed, there may be grievous bleeding complications during surgery. Furthermore,
vertebral artery fenestration and bihemispheric PICA are also less commonly encountered. A
combination of all these variations in a single patient is hard to find as we report such a case here.

Introduction
An aberrant internal carotid artery (ICA) is a rare and potentially serious vascular anomaly. In this
variation, ICA takes an aberrant lateral course in the temporal bone. The clinical diagnosis of aberrant
ICA is difficult, because symptoms and signs are nonspecific. Conductive hearing loss, tinnitus,
vertigo and a mass behind the tympanic membrane are typical symptoms. An aberrant ICA should be
distinguished from other vascular malformations (haemangiomas and aneurysms) by radiological
investigations [1,2]. The misdiagnosis of aberrant ICA can result in life-threatening complications
[3,4]. The diagnosis of aberrant ICA is not difficult with temporal bone computed tomography (CT)
and magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) [4]. Here, we report a bilateral aberrant ICA diagnosed
by digital subtraction imaging.

Clinical presentation
13-Year-old boy presented with complaints of occasional headache since last 1.5 months associated
with acute onset weakness of right upper limb (distal>proximal) which progressed for next 5 days. He
also complained 1 episode of focal seizure with impaired awareness and mild sensory aura involving
the right upper limb, facial deviation but no sensory complaints. On examination, he had clawing of
right hand with severe weakness of the small muscles and increased reflexes in right upper and lower
limbs.

Imaging findings
MRI brain of the patient was suggestive of 28mm x 23 mm hemorrhagic lesion in left parietal lobe.
He was referred to us for evaluation of vascular association of the lesion. We performed necessary
investigations including cerebral DSA but failed to find any obvious vascular lesion causing the

hemorrhage. But incidentally we encountered that bilateral internal carotid artery had aberrant course
in the proximal petrous segment with normal caliber (Figure 1 and 2).

Figure 1: Cerebral DSA showing left ICA’s aberrant course.
Additionally, right posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA) originated from the intracranial segment
of the right vertebral artery which was supplying both right and left cerebellar hemisphere (Figure 3
and 4). Fenestration was also seen in right vertebral artery in V4 segment (Figure 3 and 4). The left
posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA) was absent which might be congenital (Figure 5).

Figure 2: Cerebral DSA showing right ICA’s aberrant course.

Figure 3: Cerebral DSA showing right vertebral artery fenestration and right PICA suppling both
cerebellar hemispheres.

Figure 4: 3D reconstruction of cerebral DSA showing right vertebral artery fenestration and right PICA
suppling both cerebellar hemispheres.

Figure 5: Cerebral DSA showing left vertebral artery has no origin of PICA.

Discussion
Aberrant ICA is a rare, but important vascular anomaly with an incidence of less than one per cent [4].
In normal variation of adults, ICA enters the petrous bone medial to the styloid process via the carotid
canal. The initial vertical segment of the petrous ICA is separated by a thin plate of bone. Then ICA
turns inferior and posteromedial to Eustachian tube, traverses the foramen lacerum and enters the
medial cranial fossa [5]. An aberrant ICA on the other hand, enters the tympanic cavity and then
medially enters the carotid canal through a dehiscence in the carotid plate [6]. Numerous hypotheses
have been proposed concerning the genesis of aberrant ICA. Embryogenic malformation of the first
and second branchial arches, is most commonly accepted hypothesis. Lasjaunias and colleagues
proposed the alternate blood flow theory, where C1 portion of ICA involutes due to persistent
pharyngeal artery system. Here blood flows through ascending pharyngeal artery to the enlarged
inferior tympanic artery then retrogradely flows through the caroticotympanic vessels into the
horizontal segment of the ICA [4] (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Pathogenesis of aberrant course of ICA as per alternate blood flow theory of Lasjaunias and
colleagues. (adapted from Sauvaget and colleagues [4]).
Multiple theories exist behind the aetiology of vertebral artery fenestration. Ionete, et al. reported that
failure of regression of second intersegmental artery may cause extracranial fenestration [7]. On the
contrary, intracranial fenestration is thought to be caused by persistence of foetal anastomotic vessels
[8-9].
In case of bihemispheric PICA there are several aetiologies. One cause of this anomaly is the vessel
crossing the midline to supply the contralateral territory [10-11]. Another reason for this bihemispheric
vessel is that, network of vessels may bridge in the midline. A significantly more novel explanation is
that a midline PICA arises to supply both cerebellar territories as a result of midline fusion.
CT scan of the temporal bone is considered as reliable method to diagnose an aberrant ICA. MRA can
be used as an additional tool for the definitive diagnosis and provides excellent visualization of the
intracranial and extracranial circulation. In our case, angiography showed all the characteristic features
of aberrant ICA, vertebral artery fenestration and bihemispheric PICA. After thorough literature
review, we could not find a single report where all three anatomical abnormalities are present in a
single case.

Learning Points
•

Aberrant course of ICA can be a cause of tinnitus, hearing loss

•

A retro tympanic pulsatile mass should be explored with caution as it can be ICA.

•

Vertebral artery fenestration and bihemispheric PICA are rare variants of posterior
circulation.
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A CASE REPORT OF MOYA MOYA DISEASE WITH
DILATED CARDIOMYOPATHY UNDERGOING A-MCA
BYPASS- ANAESTHETIC CHALLENGE
Dr. Dimple Shah, Dr. Chayan Mondal
Abstract
Moya Moya is a rare idiopathic progressive vaso-occlusive disease characterized by irreversible
condition of main blood vessels to the brain as they enter into the skull. We present a case of 33 year
old Bengali male presenting to the Out Patient Clinic with headache which was on and off and
did not relieve on routine medical therapy. It was associated with history of stroke few months
back. At the time of presentation symptoms of stroke had subsided. DSA was done and was diagnosed
as Moya Moya disease. Bilateral STA MCA bypass was planned by the neurosurgical team and
patient was sent to PAC clinic for pre-anesthetic check-up. He was a known case of dilated
cardiomyopathy with history of exertional breathlessness and hypertension.
DCMP is defined as deterioration in cardiac function due to dilatation and impaired contraction
of the left or both ventricles. The causes are varied and may be ischemic or non-ischemic. The ischemic
type is related to atherosclerosis and ischemic heart disease.(1) The non-ischemic type may be
secondary to infections, chemotherapeutic agents, alcohol abuse. Anesthetic management of patients
with cardiomyopathy can be challenging and may be associated with high morbidity and mortality. (2)

Introduction
Moyamoya disease is a progressive occlusive condition involving cerebral vessels which includes
mainly, stenosis of distal internal carotid arteries on both sides and anterior and middle cerebral arteries
thereby leading to development of collateral vessels to compensate for the occlusion
Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is one of the most common types of non-ischaemic heart muscle
disease among the adult population, and it is associated with a high perioperative mortality. Systolic
function impairment and left ventricular or biventricular enlargements are the hallmark of DCM which
have a significant impact on myocardial contractility.(3,4) Despite the high prevalence of DCM among
adults, limited evidence has been published regarding the ideal anesthetic management in noncardiac
surgery.(3) In this report, we describe successful management of a case of DCM that was posted for
STA-MCA bypass for moya moya disease under general anesthesia with a favorable outcome.

DSA image showing Moya Moya disease in a 33-year-old male patient

Case report
Patient presented with history of stroke and intermittent headache. At the time of presentation his
symptoms of stroke had subsided and he looked normal. He was a known case of dilated
cardiomyopathy and had history of exertional breathlessness on moderate exertion. He was a known
hypertensive taking regular medication. His BP on presentation was 140/90 mm Hg and pulse rate was
80/min. His SPO2 was 100% on room air.
Echocardiogram (Echo) showed severely dilated left ventricle with moderately to severely reduced
systolic function due to global hypokinesia and indeterminate filling pressures, and no thrombi were
present. Ejection fraction was 35%. Other findings included normal right ventricle size, systolic
function, and filling pressures with moderately dilated left atria. Moreover, the mitral valve had a
restricted bi-leaflet closure resulting in moderate regurgitation. No other significant valvular
malfunction was noted. There was no indeterminate pulmonary artery pressure. There was no
pericardial effusion.
After a thorough pre-anesthetic evaluation patient was referred to cardiologist who revised his
antihypertensives and added few medications. We discussed with surgical team and decided to wait
and repeat Echocardiogram after 1 month. He continued his medication regularly which included Tab
Telmisartan(40mg) , Tab Furosemide (40mg), Tab Nitrocontin, Tab Aspirin (75mg), Digoxin.
After one month his Echocardiogram was repeated and his ejection fraction increased to 42%.
Surgeons decided to take up the patient for surgery due to the risk of repeated strokes. Hence after all
other investigations like serum electrolytes, coagulation profile, renal profile we explained the high
risk to the relatives and after obtaining high risk consent, we posted the patient for left sided STAMCA bypass.
2 units PRBS were arranged for surgery. Non-invasive monitors were applied to the patient. ECG
showed sinus rhythm. Arterial line was secured under local anesthesia and baseline BP showed to be

130/80 mm Hg. Two large bore intravenous access were secured. Patient was induced with Etomidate
20 mg IV for better hemodynamic stability. Fentanyl 100mics and labetalol 10mg was given before
intubation to prevent laryngoscopy response. After smooth induction, patient positioning and
application of head pins were done. We administered lignocaine with adrenaline (2%) at the pin sites
and gave additional boluses of propofol to prevent hypertension during pinning.
During anastomosis, BP was maintained slightly on higher side by decreasing depth of anesthesia .Any
episode of hypotension was prevented during and after anastomosis.
Iv fluids were maintained at 60-80 ml/hour. Urine output was monitored. 1 unit PRBC was slowly
started after the anastomosis was done.
After the surgery patient was slowly weaned off from anesthetic agents and was extubated when he
was fully awake and taking adequate respiration. Patient was extubated and his neurological
assessment showed no deficits. He was observed in PACU for one hour after which he was shifted to
Neuro ICU.

Discussion
Anesthetic management goals in a patient with DCM consist of maintaining contractility, avoid an
increase in the afterload, minimize the use of drugs that induce myocardial depression, and to maintain
normovolemia(5). The importance of invasive blood pressure monitoring is to detect any change in the
blood pressure immediately to provide treatment according to the changes as it measures the BP beat
to beat.
During STA MCA bypass it is important to prevent any drop of blood pressure and preferably to
maintain it on a higher level during and after anastomosis. Due to his poor cardiac condition we
maintained BP at a slightly high level and prevented any hypotension.
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ACIDOPHIL STEM CELL ADENOMA OF THE
PITUITARY GLAND - A CASE REPORT
Dr. Nelofar Islam & Dr. Soutrik Das
Pituitary neuroendocrine tumours, i.e, pituitary adenomas are the most frequent tumours arising in the
anterior pituitary gland. These adenohypophyseal tumours are mostly benign but can be aggressive
and invasive into adjacent structures [1]. In this article, we discuss a case of pituitary acidophil stem
cell adenoma (ASCA), a rare histological subtype of lactotroph adenoma in a 27-year-old male patient.
Lactotroph adenomas in male are also known to behave as an aggressive tumour. Early identification
of these aggressive tumours is needed to enable the treating clinical team plan the stratification of
management in view of the elevated risk of recurrence.

Case report
A 27-year-old male from Bhutan presented to Neurosurgery OPD at I-NK with features of acromegaly.
There were no complaints of visual defect or headache. Biochemical reports revealed blood Prolactin
(PRL) 470 ng/ml (Normal range 4.0- 15.2) and Growth Hormone (GH) 50 ng/ml (Normal range-0.011.5). MRI finding revealed a 3.2 x 3.0 x 2.7 cm space occupying lesion (SOL) - in sellar- suprasellar
region extending inferiorly through the sellar floor in the region of sphenoid sinus. There was partial
encasement of left internal carotid artery. No compression of the optic chaisma was noted. The lesion
was isointense on T1 weighted and T2 weighted sequences. Thus, a diagnosis of pituitary
macroadenoma was made.
CT scan of skull revealed a hyperdense lesion in sellar-suprasellar region with the lesion extending in
infrasellar region into sphenoid sinus. Erosion of the floor of sella was seen. Features of acromegaly
were noted in calvarium, facial bones and sinuses. Surgical resection of tumour was done. Post
operative biochemical reports revealed significant decrease in levels of GH.
Histopathological examination of the resected specimen revealed fragments of a neuroendocrine
neoplasm composed of monomorphic cells arranged in organoid nests and trabecular pattern, separated
by fibrovascular septae. Tumour cells show abundant eosionophilic cytoplasm with occasional
cytoplasmic vacuolation . Cytoplasmic fibrous bodies were observed in several cells. Nuclei are round
uniform with stippled chromatin and prominent nucleoli. Focal pleomorphism and scattered mitoses
were noted. Immunohistochemical studies showed tumour cells to be strongly and diffusely positive
for PRL. There was faint positivity in majority of cells for GH and tumour cells were negative for
TSH, ACTH, FSH and LH. Stain with Cytokeratin (CK) showed variable membranous positivity in
tumour cells; it also highlighted the cytoplasmic fibrous bodies in many of the tumour cells. Ki67
labelling was 5-6% at hotspots.
In view of the above morphology and immunostaining features, a diagnosis of Acidophil stem cell
adenoma was made.

Discussion –
Pituitary adenomas are the most frequent tumours involving the sellar and suprasellar region. While a
majority are mostly benign, these tumours also invade into adjacent structures, leading to
recurrence[1].Therefore, clinical and pathological parameters for predicting such clinically aggressive
behaviour are essential.
In the 2017 WHO Classification of Tumours of the Pituitary Gland, major changes have been
recommended in the classification of tumors of the anterior pituitary gland (adenophypophysis). A
novel approach for classifying pituitary neuroendocrine tumors according to pituitary
adenohypophyseal cell lineages has been introduced [2] .The new classification is mostly based on
immunohistochemistry for pituitary hormones, pituitary-specific transcription factors, and other
immunohistochemical markers commonly used in pathology practice like Cytokeratin. Thus, routine
ultrastructural analysis of the tumors is no longer required. The term atypical adenoma is no longer
recommended. However, evaluation of tumor proliferation potential is recommended by mitotic count
and Ki-67 labeling index to identify clinically aggressive adenomas [3]. Identifying the specific
variants of adenomas associated with elevated risk would help to provide information on tumour
prognosis to the treating clinical team.
Lactotroph adenoma defines a group of tumours derived from a PIT-1 lineage and that secrete mainly
PRL.They are the most common hormonally active pituitary tumours [4].Acidophilic stem cell
adenoma, the histological subtype of lactotroph adenoma is an incompletely differentiated neoplasm,
derived from a single cell type, a common committed precursor of Growth Hormone cells and prolactin
cells .[5] Unlike, the other subtypes of lactotroph adenoma , namely, Sparsely granulated lactotroph
adenoma ( SGLA ) and Densely granulated lactotroph adenoma.(DGLA), ASCA s are present with
elevated serum levels of both PRL and GH. These tumours have higher probability for recurrence than
the typical adenomas .The majority of patients present with a relatively short history (months to 5
years) of pituitary disease [6]. The tumors are fairly aggressive, with an invasive nature [7]. A Ki-67
index of > 3% is considered as the threshold for tumour invasiveness [6]. Involvement of the sellar
floor and extension of the tumour into the sphenoid sinus is seen in 50% of cases. Hence, clinicians
and surgeons should be alerted of this particular diagnosis.
Clinically, lactotroph adenomas are less common in men and 80 % lactotroph adenomas in men are
macroadenomas ( size in between 1-4cm) and present with serum PRL level > 250 ng/ml as in our
case. Lactotroph adenomas in men is a special adenoma subtype that tend to have a more aggressive
clinical behaviour [8,9]. ASCAs are more aggressive than other adenomas, and are always invasive
and mostly resistant to drugs.
Sparesely Granulated Somatotroph Adenoma (SGSA), ASCA and Plurihormonal PIT1 positive
adenomas are the three tumours that present with the clinical scenario of hyperprolactinemia and mild
acromegaly [10]. All the three tumours show the presence of fibrous bodies in histopathology
examination. These three tumours could be differentiated based on IHC. While SGSA show greater
extent of positivity for GH than that for PRL, the Plurihormonal PIT1 positive tumour show positivity
for TSH besides GH and PRL. ASCA on the other hand express diffuse cytoplasmic staining for PRL
more than that for GH and negative staining for TSH and ACTH. Staining with low molecular weight

CK helps to identify the occasional fibrous bodies and differentiate it from the other subtypes of
lactotroph adenomas namely- SGLA and DGLA.

Conclusion
Acidophilic stem cell pituitary adenoma is a rare, fast-growing, and aggressive tumour. The distinction
of typical lactotroph adenoma from ASCAs with pathology studies is of paramount clinical
significance because ASCA tend to be more aggressive. Lactotroph adenoma in men is also known to
behave aggressively. Pituitary adenoma with increased proliferative activity as seen in this case is also
associated with increased chance of recurrence, thus mandating the need for close follow up . Usually,
pharmacotherapy with dopamine agonists like Cabergoline is the preferred treatment for lactotroph
adenomas. Invasive macroadenomas in men require transspenoidal surgery. Radiotherapy or
Temozolomide may be considered for recurrent aggressive and invasive tumours post-surgical
treatment.
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Fig. A
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Fig.C

Fig. D

ACIDOPHIL STEM CELL ADENOMA
Fig A- HPE of the tumour showing neuroendocrine neoplasm composed of monomorphic cells
arranged in organoid nests and trabecular pattern, separated by fibrovascular septae . Arrow- Mitosis
noted.
Fig B- Tumour cells showing diffuse positivity for PRL
Fig C- Tumour cells showing focal and variable positivity for GH.
Fig D- Cytokeratin immunostain highlights the characteristic intracytoplasmic fibrous bodies
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EFFECT OF BODY WEIGHT SUPPORT TREADMILL
TRAINING ON GAIT RECOVERY IN
PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC STROKE
Dr. Suparna Gangopadhyay, Dr. Sucheta Saha,
Dr. Madhusree Sengupta, Mr. Bodhisatwa Maity
Gait rehabilitation is an important criterion for improvement in functionality in patients with chronic
stroke. Body Weight Supported Treadmill Training (BWSTT) is being used as a method of gait
rehabilitation. BWSTT is a well-established neurorehabilitation tool, that works on the principle of
repetitive task-oriented approach.
A randomised controlled trial conducted in the Department of Neurorehabilitation on 30 ambulatory
chronic stroke patients having post stroke duration of six months or more. Study subjects were
randomised into two groups. Group A received BWSTT with conventional rehabilitation for four
weeks. Group B received only conventional rehabilitation for four weeks.
Assessment tools were Timed Up and Go test (TUG), Cadence, 10 meter Walk Test and Berg
Balance Scale (BBS). The paired t-test was used for intragroup analysis and the unpaired t-test was
used for intergroup analysis.
There was significant improvement in all outcome measures, e.g, BBS, TUG, 10 meter Walk test and
Cadence, in both the groups, pre & post intervention, but group A showed statistically significant
improvement in parameters like dynamic balance, walking speed, and postural control and walking
function (p<0.05).
The higher intensity,repetitiveness, and task oriented practice offered in the same period with
decreased physical assistance induces greater corticomotor excitability over regular physiotherapy.
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